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ABSTRACT

RAY, PETER M. (U. Michigan, Ann Arbor.) Cell wall synthesis and cell elongation in oat cok~

optile tissue. Amer. Jour. Bot. 49(9): 928-939. Illus. 1962.-Cell wall synthesis in oat coleoptile
cylinders tends to run parallel with but not usually proportional to cell elongation both under
promotion by auxin and sugar and under inhibition by supraoptimal auxin or sugar, or byla
variety of other inhibitors. Inhibitors of elongation fall into 2 classes with respect to their effects
on wall synthesis: (1) those which inhibit the 2 processes approximately equally (galactose, man
nose, mannitol, azide, iodoacetate, dinitrophenol, low temperature, supraoptimal auxin) and (2)
those which inhibit elongation percentagewise much more strongly than wall synthesis, so that
as complete inhibition of elongation is approached, substantial wall synthesis continues (Ca ! +,

fluoride, arsenite, mercurials). When coleoptile cylinders elongate in the absence of sugar, the
cell walls appear to become markedly thinner, and in some experiments negligible increase in
total wall material apparently occurs. However, the amount of a-cellulose does rise. Increase in
cell wall material occurs during elongation of cylinders at 2 C. The results are interpreted as
indicating that during elongation the bulk of new cell wall material is added by apposition, but
a certain proportion of the new material is probably introduced within the existing wall structure
and induces its expansion.

OPINION has varied widely regarding the role
of cell wall synthesis in the growth of plant cells.
On the one hand, much botanical teaching has
held that the primary wall "grows by intussus
ception" or addition of new material within its
structure, an idea which dates back to Nageli
and Sachs. While some recent authors have
favored the idea that wall synthesis may be
involved in the mechanism of cell enlargement
(Bonner and Thimann, 1950; Frey-Wyssling,
1950, 1957; Kivilaan, Beaman, and Bandurski,
1961), the prevalent view, as explained in the
recent review by Setterfield and Bayley (1961),
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seems to be that wall synthesis is not the cause
of cell enlargement, but on the contrary is induced
by the occurrence of cell enlargement. Cytological
evidence, also reviewed by Setterfield and Bayley
(1961), suggests that wall synthesis in many
growing cells occurs by apposition, the addition
of new material at the wall surface. Since such
addition would not affect the bonding forces
within the existing wall which are supporting
turgor stress, it would not be expected to cause
wall expansion, but, if anything, to oppose ex
pansion by strengthening the cell wall.

The present experiments were conducted to
explore the quantitative relationship between
cell wall synthesis and cell enlargment in oat
coleoptile tissue. They extend the original ob
servations on this subject made by Bonner (1934).
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METHODS AND MATERIALS-Oats (Avena sativa)
of the variety 'Victory' (Svalof) were soaked 2
hr in tap water and planted on moist filter paper
at 26 C. They were irradiated with a 25-w ruby
red photographic safelight for 24 hr and were
kept in the dark thereafter. Coleoptiles were
harvested under dim green light (Am.. ca. 540 mu)
about 78 hr after soaking, the coleoptiles used
being 2-3 em in length.

With a double-bladed cutter, a cylinder 8 mm
long was cut from each coleoptile beginning 3
mm below the tip; the primary leaf was removed
and the cylinders were floated in 1 ppm MnS04
solution for 1-2 hr in the dark. They were then
transferred to 6-cm Petri dishes containing 4.0
ml of experimental solution, 1.5-20 cylinders per
dish. At this time initial samples of cell wall
material were prepared from some of the cylinders,
after measuring their lengths. Cylinders were kept
in the experimental solutions 20-24 hr in the dark
at 26 C, unless otherwise noted. The solutions
contained 3 mg/liter indoleacetic acid (IAA) and
0.1 M glucose unless indicated otherwise.

Cell wall preparations were made by crushing
15-20 coleoptile cylinders in water between two
5 X 5 X 0.25 in. glass plates, applying manually
about 50 lb of force normal to the plates. By this
means residues were obtained in which the cell
wall structure of each cylinder remained as a
coherent unit, which simplified the subsequent
handling and weighing of the sample and the
attainment and verification of complete recovery
of the cell wall material. The residues were washed
briefly with water, the wash water was decanted
and the residues were soaked overnight in 50%
(w/v) aqueous urea at room temperature; this
removed microscopically visible remains of proto
plasm from most of the cells, and lowered the
protein content considerably (see below). The
material was then washed 3 times with water
and 3 times with 95% ethanol, allowing 15 min
between each change of solution.

The individual sample (15-20 residues, 2-4
mg) was placed on filter paper in a small Petri
dish, dried at 60 C for 1 hr or more, and cooled
in a desiccator over CaCI 2• The product was
white or occasionally pale buff in color; the
residues cohered as a single mass. This was re
moved and rapidly weighed to 0.01 mg on a
Mettler M5 microbalance, the weight being taken
about 30 sec after removal from the dish. The
material is somewhat hygroscopic; the weight
obtained by this method was found to include
4% water, by drying over P 205 and weighing
in weighing bottles. For speed and convenience
direct weighing in air was used routinely. Upon
redrying and reweighing this weight was repro
ducible normally to within ±0.01 mg.

Cell wall preparations represented about 40%
of the dry weight and 3% of the fresh weight of
the coleoptile cylinders.

Nitrogen was determined by Kjeldahl digestion
of the solid samples, by the method of Miller and
Miller (1948), in 0.2 ml of 1: 1 H 2S04 ; the digest
was diluted with 10 ml water, a 4-ml aliquot was
added to 1.3 ml of Nessler's reagent, and the
color was measured with a Klett colorimeter
using a green or blue filter. The samples were
not visibly turbid. (NH4hS04 was used ax stand
ard. Protein was calculated as 6.2 X N.

Urea extraction appeared to remove only
protein, for the difference in weight of compara
ble wall preparations made with and without
urea extraction was essentially equal to their
difference in protein content. For example, with
duplicate samples of 17 cylinders each, the dif
ferences were in one experiment 0.37 mg weight
and 0.35 mg protein, and in another 0.33 mg
weight and 0.33 mg protein (initial weight about
2.4 mg).

The cell wall preparations still generally eon
tained 16-24% protein, which is probably largely
protoplasmic contamination (cf. Kivilaan et al.,
1959). The protein content of the cell wall prepa
rations from isolated cylinders (Table 2) generally
changed relatively little during elongation, and
when increases did occur, these went parallel
with the much larger changes in non-protein cell
wall material, except in cases where turgor was
lost, when protein content tended to increase
abnormally. All data given apply to cylinders
which were not flaccid, except where specifically
indicated. Unless otherwise stated, increase in
weight of the cell wall preparations above that
of initial samples was used as the measure of
wall synthesis.

To determine o-cellulose, cell wall preparations
were extracted with 0.05 N H 2S04 at 100 C for
2 hr, followed by 4 N KOH at 25 C for 8 hr. The
residue was washed, dried and weighed to ± 1~g
(it was not appreciably hygroscopic). This mate
rial gave mainly glucose, with a minor proportion
of mannose and traces of xylose, upon hydrolysis
(Ray, 1958).

It was found that all of the protein was re
moved in the acid and alkali extractions and
could be recovered in the extracts. Therefore,
in experiments in which a-cellulose was deter
mined, N was determined on the combined acid
and alkali extracts, or aliquots thereof, by
neutralizing, evaporating, and digesting with
H 2S04 as described previously.

All data in the tables are expressed on a per
cylinder basis. The variation between replicate
samples may be judged from the data given in
Tables 6-8 and in the figures. In general the cell
wall weights of replicate initial samples agreed
within 2%, although the initial value differed
from experiment to experiment. Cell wall weights
of replicate final samples often differed by 4 to
8% and sometimes more. The larger variations
were usually correlated with differences in amount
of elongation between different groups of cylin-
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ders. Most of the experiments were run using
duplicate samples. To conserve space the means
for each pair of samples are given in the tables
as noted.

RESULTs-Figure 1 shows the time course of
elongation and of increase in cell wall material
of oat coleoptile cylinders kept in 0.1 M glucose
or in glucose plus 3 rug/liter IAA. A substantial
promotion of wall synthesis by IAA is evident
throughout the period covered, and is established
quite positively by triplicate samples taken at
the first determination 6 hr after the start of the
experiment.

The effect of different concentrations of IAA
on elongation and wall synthesis is shown in Fig.
2. The effect on synthesis parallels closely the
effect on elongation in both the promotive and
the inhibitory concentration ranges.

It is to be noted that auxin promotes elongation
by a much larger factor than it promotes wall
synthesis: optimal IAA increases the rate of
elongation 3-6 fold, the rate of wall synthesis
by 1.5-2 fold.

Although promotion of coleoptile cell wall
synthesis by auxin was found by Bonner (1934),
Bayley and Setterfield (1957), Busse (1959), and
Wightman and Neish (1959), and repeatedly in
the present work, various experiments with C14.
labelled sugar have been reported showing no
promotion of total wall synthesis by auxin
(Boroughs and Bonner, 1953; Ordin, Cleland and
Bonner, 1955; Ordin and Bonner, 1957). The
principal difference appears to be that the latter
experiments were conducted with very dilute
(10-3 M or lower) sugar solutions, in which, as
will be shown below, an amount of synthesis
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[" Fig. 1-4. Elongation and increase in total cell wall in oat coleoptile cylinders.-Fig. J. Time course of elongation and
wall synthesis, in 0.1 M glucose with and without 3 mg /liter IAA. Triplicate samples of 15 cylinders at 6 hr, duplicate
samples at other times and initially.-Fig. 2. Effect of IAA concentration, with 0.1 M glucose. Two experiments of 19 hr
duration. Solid bars, wall synthesis; open bars, elongation. Step-shaped bars show results with duplicate samples.
Fig. 3. Effect of glucose concentration. Two experiments of 20 hr duration, shown by closed and open points respectively.
Fig. 4. Effects of galactose and mannose (21 and 23 hr duration, respectively) with 0.1 M glucose. Solid bars, wall synthe
sis; open bars, elongation.
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TABLE 1. Wall synthesis in attached coleoptile tissue

Non- Non-
Mean Total Wall prep. Percent protein protein
length cell wall protein protein cell wall cell wall

Treatment- mm p.g p.g p.gb p.g/mm

Initial sample 8.9d 126 25 19.8 101 11.4

No auxin 13.6 201 37 18.4 164 12.0

3 mg/liter IAA in agar 16.1 236 40 16.9 196 12.2

0.1% IAA in lanolin 19.3 282 48 17.0 234 12.1

Initial samples 8.6d 100 19 19.0 81 9.4

After growths 12.0 102 16 15.6 86 7.2

- Each sample consisted of 20-22 cylinders. The method of treatment is described in the text. Growth period 24 hr.
b Total cell wall less wall prep. protein.
e Seeds were removed from these plants 6 hr prior to cutting or marking; coleoptiles were not decapitated nor treated

during the growth period.
d Length at time of crushing of initial samples.

which is substantial relative to the initially pres
ent amount of cell wall material does not occur.
Under these conditions it is possible that limita
tion of synthesis by amount of substrate, and
isotope dilution by endogenous substrates, could
have affected the results. Auxin promotion of
wall synthesis is observed when O.l-M-Iabelled

glucose is used as substrate. For example, 9.G-mm
cylinders were kept 12 hr in uniformly C 14-labelled

glucose; the mean (± avg deviation) c.p.m. for
wall preparations from 6 cylinders without IAA
was 1110 ± 220 c.p.m. (mean length 11.8 mm),
and with 3 mg/liter IAA it was 2970 ± 410 c.p.m,
(mean length 17.7 mm).

TABLE 2. Changes in wall thickness and protein in coleoptile cylinders

Mean Total Wall prep. Non-protein
length cell wall protein cell wall

Exp. Treatment- mm p.g p.g p.g p.g/mm

1 Initial sample 8.6 133 24 109 12.7

Control 16.3 221 32 189 11.7

Omit IAA 11.0 189 28 161 14.6

CaCl2 0.01 M 9.5 187 28 159 16.7

2 Initial sample 8.8 152 34 118 14.5

Control 16.7 230 37 193 11.5

HgCl2 2 X 10-4 M 9.5 201 38 163 17.2

Phenylmercuric Cl 2 X 10-5 M 9.5 187 35 152 16.0

Na arsenite 3 X 10-5 M 11.6 194 33 161 13.9

Na iodoacetate 1.5 X 10-4 M 13.0 196 37 159 12.2

3 Initial sample 8.9 177 48 129 14.5

Control 19..5 255 50 205 11.5

Mannitol 0.16 M 12.4 209 49 160 12.9

Mannitol 0.32 M 9.7 183 41 142 14.6

a Control solution contained 0.1 M glucose and 3 rag/liter IAA; other growth solutions modified as indicated. Each
figure is the mean of duplicate samples of 15-20 coleoptile cylinders. Growth period 24 hr.
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TABLE 3. Inhibition of elongation and uoll synthesis

Percent of controls

Inhibitor Cone. (M) Elongation Wall synth.

Galactose 0.01 71 52
0.03 8 13

Mannose 0.03 36 24
0.09 16 2

Mannitol 0.08 60 63
0.24 15 13
0.32 8 8

Carbowax 0.08b 28 39
4000 0.24b 2 5

CaCb 0.0003 62 82
0.01 5 41

MgCIz 0.005 64 94
0.01 41 66

LiCI 0.01 40 58

FeCI, 0.001 20e 70

CoCI2 (21 hr) 0.001 40 66
(16 hr)d 0.00003 112 83
(24 hr)d 0.00003 131 96

e Controls contained 3 mg/liter IAA and 0.1 M glucose.
This table summarizes results of several experiments, of
16-24 hr duration, in which different inhibitors were
tested. All data except those on Mg, Li and Fe are based
on duplicate initial, control and treated samples.

b Osmolar concentrations, determined by freezing-point
depression. The lower concentration was 9'10 w/v and the
higher concentration 16% w/v,

c Loss of turgor at ends of some cylinders.
d These figures are from the same experiment, involving

duplicate treated and control samples at each time of
sampling.

Cell wall synthesis in coleoptile tissue attached
to the seedling was investigated by marking off
with India ink, using the same instrument as
was employed for cutting cylinders, an 8-mm
zone beginning 3 mm below the tip of an intact
seedling whose coleoptile was 2-3 em long.
Coleoptile cylinders cut in the normal manner
at the same time afforded the initial sample of
cell wall material. The marked seedlings, with
roots on moist filter paper, were then decapitated
above the upper mark, and to some of the cut
surfaces lanolin paste or agar blocks containing
IAA were applied. The decapitation and appli
cation of IAA were repeated halfway through
the experiment. After 24 hr, the coleoptiles were
cut at the ink marks, and cell wall preparations
were made from the (deleafed) cylinders corre
sponding to the original 8-mm zone. The results,
given in the upper part of Table 1, show that
IAA promoted the synthesis of cell walls in
attached coleoptile tissue.

It may be seen in Table 1 that in attached
coleoptiles cell wall synthesis was essentially
proportional to elongation, for the amount of

TABLE 4. Effects of metabolic inhibitors

Percent of controls

Cone. Elonga- Wall
Inhibitor M tion synthesis

NaN. 1 X 10-4 68 69
3 X 10-4 32 21

2, 4-dini trophenolb 1.2 X 10-· 91 69
2.5 X 10-· 73 45
3.5 X 10-· 4ge 36

K a iodoacetate 1 X 10- 4 86 72
1.5 X 10- 4 53 56

3 X 10-4 19" 44

NaAs02 5 X 10-6 81 96
3 X 10-6 35 54
5 X 10-· 25 48d

Phenylmercuric CI 3 X 10-6 60 74
2 X 10-6 9 45

Na para-chloro- 5 X 10-· 39 63
mercuribenzoate

HgCIz 2 X 10- 4 9 54d

NaF 1 X 10-3 79 93
4 X 10-3 25 48

6-azauracile 1 X 10-2 77 34

5-iodouracile 1 X 10-2 36 27

8-azaadeninee 1 X 10- 2 24 13

e Controls contained 0.1 M glucose and 3 mg/liter IAA.
Each figure is based on the mean of duplicate treated and
control samples. This table s'ummarizes the results of
several experiments of 17-24 hr duration, in which differ
ent inhibitors were tested.

b All solutions contained 0.02 M potassium phosphate,
pH 5.0.

c Partial loss of turgor during the experiment.
d Corrected for change in protein content: shows per

cent of control increase in non-protein cell wall material.
e Cylinders were pretreated with 1.4 X 10-2 M inhibitor

for 7 hr in absence of sugar and IAA, during which time
controls remained in water. Then 0.1 M glucose and 3 mg/
liter IAA was added, bringing concentration of inhibitor
to 10-2 M. After 15 hr more, lengths were measured and
wall preparations made.

cell wall material per mm of length remained
nearly constant after elongation under all the
treatments. This was found earlier for entire
coleoptiles at this stage of growth (Thimann and
Bonner, 1933; Preston and Clark, 1944).

However, with isolated coleoptile cylinders
elongating rapidly in the presence of auxin and
glucose, wall synthesis was percentagewise less
than elongation, so that "wall thickness" (J.Lg
per mm of length) decreased. The initial and
control samples in Tables 2 and 5 provide data
illustrating this point. In the absence of auxin,
or under certain types of inhibitory treatment
to be discussed below, synthesis sometimes went
ahead of elongation and the apparent wall thick
ness increased.
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Thinning of the cell walls during elongation
in auxin plus sugar was noted previously by
Bayley and Setterfield (1957) and Busse (1959),
with oat coleoptile cylinders, and by Christiansen
and Thimann (1950) with pea stem segments.
On the other hand, Bonner (1934) found that
the cell walls apparently increased in thickness
when coleoptile cylinders were grown in auxin
plus fructose. In our experiments fructose gave
results similar to glucose. There is reason, noted
below, for thinking that Bonner's coleoptile
cylinders contained considerably more endoge
nous substrates for wall synthesis than those
used in the present experiments.

As recorded in the lower part of Table 1, wall
synthesis in attached coleoptile could be greatly
reduced, and thinning of the cell walls during

elongation brought on by removing the seed
from the plant several hours prior to beginning
the experiment.

Effect of sugars--In Fig. 3 are shown the results
of 2 experiments on the effect of glucose con
centration on elongation and wall synthesis. Both
processes exhibit an optimum at 0.1 M glucose,
and are only slightly affected by concentrations
of glucose below 0.025 M.

Among other sugars, sucrose and fructose gave
effects similar to glucose. Arabinose and xylose
alone supported only a slight amount of synthe
sis, and did not increase the rate of synthesis
above that attainable using glucose alone.

Galactose and mannose inhibited both growth
and synthesis strongly, as shown in Fig. 4. Since
the inhibitory action occurs at concentrations
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TABLE 5. Increase of a-cellulose during elongation

Mean Total Wall prep. Non-protein
length cell wall protein cell wall a-cellulose

Treatment- mm J.lg J.lg J.lgb J.lg/mm J.lg Percents

Initials 8.7 132 29 103 11. 9 34.8 :ru;
IAA, glucose 19.1 220 36 184 9.6 62.3 33.9

Plus NaF 4 X 10~3 M 11.3 175 34 141 12 ..5 47.2 33 .•5

Initial" 8.8 153 35 118 13.4 36.4 30.8

IAA, glucose 18.2 240 47 193 10.6 62.2 32.2

Glucose only 10.3 192 33 159 1;5.4 48.0 30.6

e Each figure is based on duplicate samples of 14 cylinders each.
b Total cell wall less wall prep. protein.
c Percent of non-protein cell wall.
d Duration of experiment 22 hr.
e Duration of experiment 16 hr.

5-10 times lower than are required to obtain
comparable inhibitions with mannitol (Fig. 5,
below), it is presumed, in agreement with the
conclusion of Ordin and Bonner (1957), that the
effect of galactose and mannose is not an osmotic
one. Ordin and Bonner found that concentrations
of galactose which inhibited elongation did not
depress respiration markedly; this was confirmed
during the present work. They also reported in
hibition of wall synthesis by galactose.

Inhibition by galactose and mannose is all the
more interesting because these sugars are normal
constituents of the coleoptile cell wall (Ray,
1958). It is noteworthy that the inhibitory action
of both sugars on wall synthesis rather closely
parallels their effects on elongation. Inhibition
of synthesis was actually percentagewise some
what stronger than inhibition of elongation
(figures given in Table 3).

Osmotic e.ffects--Mannitol, which is generally
considered to inhibit elongation osmotically, also
inhibits wall synthesis (Bayley and Setterfield,
19.57; Ordin, ]958, 1960). As shown in Fig. I)
and Table 3, it acts on elongation and synthesis
nearly to the same degree; concentrations which
inhibit growth completely almost completely
suppress wall synthesis.

Osmotic inhibition by Carbowax 4000 (a poly
ethylene glycol) was also examined. Osmolarity
of Carbowax 4000 solutions was determined by
measuring their freezing-point depression. Table
3 shows that concentrations of Carbowax in the
osmotic range inhibit elongation and wall syn
thesis strongly. For a given osmolar concentration
the effect of Carbowax was somewhat stronger
than that of mannitol. However, like mannitol,
carbowax concentrations which completely in
hibit elongation essentially prevent wall synthesis.
It should be noted that such concentrations of
both carbowax and mannitol are hypotonic, the
concentration of the coleoptile cells being 0.4-

0.5 osmolar, so that plasmolysis is not involved.
Completely inhibited cylinders still feel firm to
the touch, and definitely have not lost turgor
completely. This also indicates that Carbowax
4000 is not toxic.

~E.ffects of cations-As shown in Fig. () and
Tables 2, 3, inhibition of elongation by Ca" + is
accompanied by depression of wall synthesis, but
the effect on synthesis is much weaker than the
effect on elongation. In contrast with previously
mentioned inhibitors, under complete inhibition
of elongation some 40 percent of the control
synthesis continues.

The much stronger effect of mannitol as com
pared with Cat + on wall synthesis was noted
with Jerusalem artichoke tissue by Adamson and
Adamson (1959).

Stronger inhibition of elongation than wall
synthesis was encountered with other inhibitory
cations, viz. Mgt +, Lit +, Fe+ + +, and Cot +,
at supraoptimal concentration (Table :3).

Busse (1959) reported that the promotion of
elongation by Co" +, which begins after about 16
hr treatment with 3 X 10-5 M Co" +, is preceded
by partial inhibition of cell wall synthesis. As re
corded in Table 3, this was confirmed, although
the observed effect was not large.

Metabolic inhibitors--Table 4 and Fig. 7 show
results with a variety of metabolic inhibitors.
Those studied fell into 2 groups with regard to
their relative effects on elongation and wall
synthesis: (1) those which, like galactose, man
nose or mannitol, inhibited both processes about
equally or wall synthesis somewhat more strongly
(azide, dinitrophenol, iodoacetate, purine and
pyrimidine analogs) and (2) those which, like
Cat +, inhibited elongation more strongly than
synthesis, so that substantial synthesis continued
even when elongation was nearly suppressed
(fluoride, arsenite, mercurials).
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TABLE 6. Changes in cell wall material at 1-2 C

Length
mm

Treatment"

Initial

IAA

Water

+ IAA
Ratio--

- IAA

8.22±0.02

9.15±0.04

8.72±0.04

1.05

Total Wall prep. Non-protein
cell wall protein cell wall a-cellulose

p.g p.g p.g p.g

95.9±0.9 17.7±0.3 78.2±0.8 28.9±0.4

102.2±2.3 16.7±0.9 85.5±1.3 31.7±0.8

100.8±2.3 17.6±1.8 83.2±0.6 31.1±1.0

1.01 1.025 1.02

Percent increase over initial,
in presence of IAA 11.2 6.8 9.2 9.6

"Figures show mean and average deviation for 5 replicate samples of 15 cylinders for each treatment. Duration of
experiment 24 hr; no sugar present.

Christiansen and Thimann (1950) found that
arsenite, fluoride and iodoacetate all inhibited
elongation of pea stem segments more strongly
than wall synthesis. However, the effect of
iodoacetate on synthesis appears, as in the
present findings, to have been significantly
stronger than that of fluoride. Data in Table 4
indicating that at higher iodoacetate concentra
tion it inhibits elongation more strongly than
synthesis may be questioned because loss of
turgor occurred.

Simultaneously applied uracil or uridine (0.02
M) did not reverse the inhibitory effect of 6
azauracil; hence it is not demonstrated that this
compound inhibits as an antimetabolite. In con
trast with findings on bacterial cell wall synthesis
(Rogers and Perkins 1960a, 1960b), 0.01 M

5-fluorouracil inhibited neither wall synthesis
nor elongation in this type of experiment.

Synthesis of a-cellulose-Determinations of a
cellulose from cylinders growing in the presence
of glucose are given in Table 5. They show that
the a-cellulose content, expressed as percent of
the non-protein cell wall material, remains essen
tially unchanged after varied amounts of synthe
sis have occurred, and whether or not IAA is
present. This indicates that the newly added wall
material has the same a-cellulose content as the
initial material.

This resembles the observation of Thimann
and Bonner (933) on intact coleoptiles of differ
ent lengths. It disagrees with the finding of Bayley
and Setterfield (1957) that the a-cellulose content
was lower after wall synthesis by cylinders had
occurred in the presence, as compared with the
absence, of auxin.

Influence of temperature-Figure 8 shows the
effect of temperature on elongation and wall
synthesis. Below the temperature optimum the
effect on both processes was similar. Above the
optimum (i.e., at'3ti C), elongation was inhibited

much more than wall synthesis; however, at this
temperature the tissue tends to lose turgor during
the experiment.

Bonner (1934) concluded that no appreciable
synthesis of wall material occurs during elonga
tion of cylinders at 2 C, because the amount of
wall material which he obtained from cylinders
kept 20 hr in auxin was not significantly greater
than from cylinders kept for the same period in
water. Since he did not determine the initial
amount of wall material, this experiment does
not actually show whether or not synthesis oc
curred (it indicates that auxin caused no promo
tion). Therefore, this question was reinvestigated.

Immediately after cutting, cylinders were
brought into a cold room at 1-2 C, and under
weak red light were transferred to water at this
temperature. Replicate groups of Hi cylinders
were then transferred to individual dishes of
water or :3 mg/Iiter IAA, or measured under a
dissecting microscope and crushed in the cold
room as initial samples. After 24 hr in the dark
at 1-2 C the water and auxin samples were
measured and crushed in the cold room.

The results, given in Table 6, correspond
rather well with the experiment of Bonner
(1934), in that 11% elongation occurred in auxin
(he reported 12-14%), and although IAA caused
a significant promotion of elongation, the result
ing amount of wall material was only slightly
greater than from cylinders kept for the same
period in water. However, comparison with the
initial samples shows that in both water and IAA
an increase in amount of non-protein wall mate
rial and of a-cellulose occurred.

Growth without sugar-Table 7 shows an ex
periment in which cylinders were induced to
elongate at 26 C without external sugar. In most
such experiments, the increase in cell wall mate
rial was less than 10%, despite elongations of
40-60%, and was sometimes negligible. Such
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TABLE 7. Changes in wall material during elongation without sugar

Non-
Mean Total Wall prep. protein Hemi-
length cell wall protein cell wall a-cellulose cellulose

Time-
hr mm JLg JLg JLg JLg percent" JLge

0 8.9 I.55±2 30±0.2 125±2 37.9±0.4 29.9±0.2 86±2

3.5 11.1 164±5 30±2 134±3 43.6±0.8 32.7±0.4 90±2

16 14.5 159±4 24±1 135±3 51.3±1.4 37.9±0.1 84±2

" Cylinders were grown in 3 mg/liter IAA at 26 C. Figures show the mean and average deviation for 4 replicate sam
ples of 15 cylinders for each time of sampling.

b Percent of non-protein cell wall material
e Non-protein cell wall less a-cellulose.

increase in wall material as did occur took place
in the early hours of the experiment, further
elongation apparently being accompanied by an
insignificant change in amount of non-protein
wall material. During the experiment of Table 7
the amount of cell wall per mm of length de
creased from 14.0 to 9.3I-lg.

These data agree with the statement of Bennet
Clark (1956) that coleoptile cylinders without
sugar may elongate without apparent increase
in cell wall material. The tissues seem to contain
little endogenous substrates for wall synthesis,
or else do not employ the substrates they con
tain. It should be noted, however, that the wall
preparations contain any starch present in the
tissue, so conversion of starch into cell wall
material would not be detected; Bishop, Bayley,
and Setterfield (1958) obtained 1.2% starch from
an oat coleoptile cell wall preparation.

Occasional batches of cylinders increase more
substantially in wall material in the absence of
sugar. The largest increase observed during the
present work was 19% in IAA; in water in the
same experiment, the increase was 6.5% (4
replicate samples of 20 cylinders initially and
for each treatment, 18 hr growth). The cylinders

used by Bonner (19;34), who obtained about 16%
more cell wall from cylinders which had been 6
hr in auxin than from those kept in water, prob
ably contained even more endogenous substrates,
perhaps because he did not soak the cylinders
before beginning the experiment.

Further data given in Table 7 show that in
the absence of sugar the amount of a-cellulose
increases substantially, even when the total
amount of non-protein wall material doe" not
increase appreciably. Thus, unlike what was ob
served in the presence of glucose, the o-eellulose
content as percent of the non-protein wall mate
rial increases considerably.

Increase in a-cellulose during elongation in the
absence of sugar was promoted by IAA, although
the effect was not large. Two experiments illus
trating this are given in Table 8.

DISCUSSION-It has repeatedly been stated that
since elongation of coleoptile cylinders at 2 C or
in the absence of sugar is not accompanied by
cell wall synthesis, wall synthesis cannot be the
basis for cell enlargement.

The data given above indicate that in the
absence of sugar, even though the total amount
of cell wall material may remain constant, the

TABLE 8. Effect of IAA on increase in a-cellulose during growth without sugar at 26 C

Total cell wall a-cellulose
PercentMean

length JLg" JLg" a-cellulose"

Treatment mm 2 mean 1 2 mean 2 mean

Initial': 9.0 141 130 136 41.7 39.0 40.4 29.6 30.0 29.8

Water 10.6 1:38 13:3 136 46.6 45.0 4.5.8 33.8 :33.,>; 3:3.8

IAA 14.1 142 142 142 51.0 51.0 51.0 35.9 ss.9 35.9

Initial- 8.7 175 174 174 47.0 45.9 46.4 26.8 26.4 26.6

Water 10.6 176 177 176 57.2 56.8 57.0 :32.5 32.1 32.3

IAA 12.9 174 176 175 57.8 60.0 58.9 3:3.2 34.1 33.6

a Columns 1 and 2 show results with duplicate samples.
b Duration of experiment 19 hr; 15 cylinders per sample.
C Duration of experiment 17.5 hr; 40 cylinders per sample. IAA treatment 3 mg/Iiter in both experiments.
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amount of a-cellulose increases. At 2 C, the
amount of both total cell wall and a-cellulose
slightly but definitely increases: relative to the
slight elongation which occurs at this tempera
ture the increase in amount of wall material
(Table 6) is as great as in cylinders growing at
26 C. Furthermore, incorporation of labelled
glucose into the cell wall is readily detected at
1-2 C (these experiments will be described else
where).

Therefore, it cannot be concluded that cell
enlargement occurs without wall synthesis either
in the absence of sugar or at 2 C.

Another reason which has been given (Bayley
and Setterfield, 1957) for considering that wall
synthesis is not the cause of cell enlargement is
that mannitol concentrations which inhibit elon
gation also inhibit synthesis. Since mannitol was
presumed to inhibit growth just by preventing
water uptake, it seemed reasonable to conclude
that wall synthesis is merely induced by cell
elongation, and becomes promoted by auxin as
a consequence of elongation being promoted.

It is now apparent that mannitol acts much
more strongly on wall synthesis, relative to its
action on elongation, than do a variety of other
inhibitors of elongation (Car +, arsenite, fluoride,
mercurials). Whereas complete inhibition of
elongation by mannitol or carbowax almost com
pletely suppresses wall synthesis, a substantial
amount of synthesis continues when elongation
is inhibited by these other inhibitors.

Therefore, inhibition of wall synthesis by man
nitol, or by other strong inhibitors of synthesis
such as azide, dinitrophenol or galactose, is not
simply a result of inhibition of elongation. It is
not possible to judge with mannitol how much
wall synthesis, if any, may be induced by the
occurrence of wall expansion. And, on the con
trary, it is possible that the inhibition of wall
synthesis by mannitol may even be a cause of
the inhibitory action of mannitol on growth.

Present and earlier data show that there is no
fixed relation between wall synthesis, as a whole,
and cell elongation. While synthesis occurs in
proportion to elongation in attached coleoptile
tissue, rapid elongation of isolated coleoptile
cylinders is accompanied by thinning of the cell
walls, especially in the absence of sugar. And
on the other hand, when elongation is stopped
by inhibitors such as Ca" +, wall synthesis con
tinues and the cell walls become thicker.

These facts suggest that a large proportion of
the gross wall synthesis occurs by apposition,
and hence needs bear no close quantitative rela
tion to elongation. This would be in agreement
with the electron-microscopic evidence which has
been interpreted as indicating that cell wall
deposition in elongating coleoptile parenchyma
cells occurs at the inner surface of the cell wall
(Wardrop, 1956; Setterfield and Bayley, 1957,
1958; Bohmer, 1958).

Despite the lack of a fixed relation between
gross wall synthesis and cell elongation, the
results nevertheless indicate a strong correlation
between elongation and synthesis, since substan
tial effects on elongation and synthesis were
almost invariably in the same direction (promo
tion of both or inhibition of both). With inhibitors
which affect synthesis strongly (mannitol, galac
tose, mannose, azide, etc.) the effects on wall
synthesis and elongation were percentagewise
strikingly comparable, yet, as noted previously,
these effects on synthesis cannot simply be the
result of effects on elongation.

In the opinion of the author these observations
can best be interpreted as indicating that a cer
tain proportion of the new wall material is in
fact introduced within the existing wall structure,
leading to rearrangement of bonding forces be
tween cell wall polysaccharides and thus to wall
expansion and cell enlargement. Promotion of
this type of synthesis by auxin, possibly reflected
in the observed promotion of total wall synthesis
by auxin, would then increase the rate of elonga
tion. But because of a background of apposition
synthesis constituting at least 50% of the total
synthesis, the auxin effect on wall synthesis
which brings about elongation would appear
percentagewise to be small compared with the
effect on elongation itself, as is observed.

Those inhibitors, such as Cat +, F-, AsO-2

and mercurials, which lower wall synthesis to
about 40-50% of the (auxin-treated) control
when they inhibit elongation strongly, reduce
wall synthesis to about the same level as in cylin
ders not treated with auxin. This suggests that
these inhibitors, or at least some of them, may
reverse the auxin promotion of synthesis. They
may, then, inhibit that fraction of wall synthesis
which is concerned with cell elongation, but not
apposition synthesis. On the other hand, inhib
itors which affect cell wall synthesis as a whole
would be expected to act about as strongly on
elongation as on wall synthesis according to the
above hypothesis, as is observed. This would be
true whether such inhibitors act by depressing
synthetic metabolism generally (azide, dinitro
phenol, low temperature) or by specifically
inhibiting wall synthesis (galactose, mannose,
mannitol).

That at least some of the newly added wall
material may become incorporated within the
existing wall structure in oat coleoptile cells is
indicated by the autoradiographic evidence of
Setterfield and Bayley (1959). Although in rapidly
elongating coleoptile cylinders about 50% of the
total wall synthesis is due (directly or indirectly)
to auxin promotion, the proportion of the new
material which becomes incorporated within the
wall and is involved in the mechanism of wall
expansion may not be as large as this. This is
because some of the increase in synthesis caused
by auxin may, indeed, be induced by the occur-
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rence of cell enlargement, though it is not as yet
possible to judge what proportion of the increase
is of this nature.

The fact that the cell walls may become
markedly thinner during elongation suggests
that the introduction of a given percent of new
material can induce a considerably larger percent
expansion. But even in the case of elongation
without sugar, where the divergence between
wall synthesis and elongation is greatest, this
discrepancy is not so extreme when considered
in terms of a-cellulose: for example in Table 7,
39% increase in a-cellulose and 63% elongation,
and similar data in Table 8.

The idea that only a fraction of the total wall
synthesis is involved in elongation, and that
auxin promotes synthesis of this fraction, is in
harmony with the evidence that auxin promotes
synthesis of water-soluble polyuronide compo
nents of the cell wall (Albersheim and Bonner,
1959). These pectin fractions constitute less than
1% of the cell wall. It seems noteworthy that in
the presence of an adequate amount of sugar,
auxin can promote total wall synthesis and syn
thesis of a-cellulose, which constitutes some 30%
of the cell wall, at least as strongly as auxin has
been observed to promote synthesis of water
soluble pectins. Any action which the pectic
compounds may have in bringing about wall
expansion most likely must be the result of their
entering within the cell wall structure and affect
ing bonding forces within it; by the same token
it seems probable that at least some of the other,
quantitatively more prominent cell wall poly
saccharides would enter within the cell wall
structure and become involved in the mechanism
of wall expansion and the effect of auxin thereon.
The fraction of wall synthesis which is effective
in causing cell enlargement would then be con
nected more with the manner of deposition rather
than with a specific chemical fraction.

The observed effects of auxin on rate of syn
thesis of wall substances could simply be conse
quences of an auxin action to cause increased
incorporation of new polysaccharides within the
cell wall structure as opposed to deposition at
the surface. If sufficient amounts of substrates
were available, such incorporation would add to
apposition synthesis so that a net promotion of
wall polysaccharide synthesis would be seen.
However, in the absence of adequate amounts
of substrates for wall synthesis, such as in dilute
sugar solutions or without added sugar, this same
kind of auxin action would divert synthesis from
apposition to incorporation. In this case a con
spicuous promotion of cell elongation by auxin
might be accompanied by a slight or even negli
gible increase in net synthesis of individual wall
substances, as in Tables 6 and 8, even though a
significant effect on how they are being deposited
could be occurring. It does not seem likely that
slight net effects on synthesis, such as those seen

in Tables 6 or 8, could in themselves be responsi
ble for the large auxin effect on elongation.

This concept should be helpful in making it
clear that, although promotion of particular
biochemical processes by auxin is valuable evi
dence regarding its action, auxin may be affecting
significantly a biochemical process involved in
growth even though a net promotion of this
process is not observed under particular experi
mental conditions; questions of ultrastructure
also enter in. This makes it impossible to elimi
nate, simply by the auxin-promotion criterion,
cell wall synthesis as a factor of significance in
cell enlargement.

The author does not think that an action of
auxin on cell wall synthesis is necessarilyL a
primary action of auxin; effects on cell wall
synthesis which are responsible for effects on cell
elongation could be the result of some other
primary action within the cell.
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